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THE EDITOR'S OBSERVATORY 
FIRST PRIN,CIPLES. 

The question of the sign rulership by the 
planets is one which requires considerable 
thought, and while I do not wish to take up 
any dogmatic position, I must insist upon the 
recognition of the ancient rulership, that of the 
Sun and Moon over one sign each, and the five 
planets, Mercury to Saturn, over two signs 
each. 

The supposition that Saturn must be ejected 
from Aquarius to make way for Uranus, be
cause that planet is outside the other, and 
Jupiter to be ejected from Pisces because 
Neptune follows, is neither science nor common 
sense. If this arrangement is to be followed, 
then it would be in order to eject Mars from 
Aries to make room for Pluto, if there is such 
a planet. 

The original arrangement of the rulership of 
the signs was not based on this supposition. 
It was based on the positive and negative 
values of the planets in their relation to the 
luminaries, as follows :-

Moon N. Qi5 

Mercury P. II 
Venus N. (j 
Mars P. f'f' 
Jupiter N. 7E 
Saturn P. -

..J\.. 

Sun P. 
Mercury N. 
Venus P . 
Mars N. 
Jupiter P. 
Saturn N. 

STUDJES IN HINDU ASTROLOGY - 172 
THE PILLARS OF GEMINI 173 
TI•I;o PHILOSOPHY OF ASTROLOGY 174 
BIBLICAL PROPHECIES & THE GREAT PYRAMID 175 
THE CouRSE oF Goo - 176 
vVEATHER FORECASTS - 177 

BIRTHDAY l NFLUENCES 178 
THE BRITISH INSTITUTE 180 

The supposition that Uranus rules over 
Aquarius and Neptune over Pisces, is one 
which has not the shadow of foundation, while 
the even more impossible supposition that this 
is so because Uranus agrees with the nature 
of the sign Aquarius, and Neptune with that 
of Pisces, is even more fundamentally incorrect. 

It is argued that the ancients did not know 
of the existence of Uranus and Neptune. I 
am not prepared to accept that argument. In 
this issue I am publishing a document which 
contains a diagram in which the symbols of 
Uranus and Neptune as we know them are 
given and that document bears the date of 
A.D. 1257, and was copied from the original 
MS. written at the University of Salamanca, in 
Spain. 

It is quite possible that Uranus may have a 
certain affinity with Aquarius, and Neptune 
with Pisces, but to eject their original rulers and 
give them the complete rulership of these two 
signs is a proceeding at once unwarranted and 
unscientific. 

My own view of the matter, and it is one 
which is shared by several other students of ad
vanced knowledge, is that Uranus is the 
counterpart of the Sun, and has part rule over 
Leo, and that Neptune is the counterpart of the 
Moon and has part rule over Cancer. 

When one considers the numerical value of 
the planets there is a good reason for this sup-
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position. The Sun and Uranus both come 
under 1 and 4, and the Moon and N eptunc 
under 2 and 7. This leads to a very reasonable 
conclusion that in a diurnal horoscope, Leo is 
ruled by the Sun, and in a nocturnal map by 
Uranus. Similarly, in a nocturnal map Cancer 
is ruled by the Moon, and in a diurnal map by 
Neptune. 

At the same time I must most emphatically 
refuse to accept the unproved assertion that 
Uranus rules Aquarius and Neptune rules 
Pisces. There is absolutely no foundation for 
the supposition, and those who have claimed to 
have proved it have not in any way sub
stantiated their claim. 

With regar~ to imaginary planets, and 
fictitious rulerships, I am not disposed to make 
any comments or even to consider them. I claim 
that the ancient rulership of the signs, as al
ready given, is the one and only true one, and 
to depart from that rulership is to undermine 
one of the foundation stones of our science. 
Let us therefore remain staunch to the ancient 
teaching and refuse to accept the present-day 
heresies with regard to this subject. 

In the next issue I propose to deal with the 
question of House division. In view of the 
unwarranted attacks which have been made 
upon me because of my use, not adoption, of 
the Porphyryian method, and of the inaccurate 
and misleading statements which have been 
made, the object and motive of which is cer
tainly not bona-fide, it will not be inopportune 
to deal with this question. 

E. H. BAILEY. 

EDITORUL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Will correspondents kindly note that replies 
to letters cannot be sent under four days, as 
all correspondence has to be forwarded to the 
Editor's Private Address. Also will they please 
note that all letters requiring a reply must be 
accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope. 

PRIVATE LESSONS IN ASTROLOGY. 
PRIMARY DIRECTIONS. Rules and illustration, 

with new methods. 

Price 5s. post free. Foreign orders, post 
free, 5s. 6d. 

E. H. BAILEY, Editor "B,J.A," (Lessons Dept.), 
10 & 11 R'ED LION COURT, FLEET STRE'ET, 
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MOON ADVICE 

11 II 21 A quiet day. Attend to ordinary 
duties. 

23 41 Push business, travel, change. 
6 !lo 15 Sitnday. Visit friends. Marry a.m. 

19 1 Guard against worry. Avoid 
strangers. 

2 S) 1 Safeguard health, sign papers p.m. 
Guard against disputes p.m. 

15 .12 Visit friends, court, marry. 
28 34; Push business a.m. Visit friends and 

amusements p.m. 
12 TIJI 7 Guard against disputes and accidents 

a.m. Ask favours p.m. 
25 51 Uncertain a.m. Avoid opposite sex. 

Visit elders p.m. 
9!..J\...·45 S1<nday. Study, travel, make plans. 

23 49 C~nflicting infl~e?ces. Do nothing 
important. V1s1t friends evening. 

8 11\. 3 Wrjte letters, sign documents a.m. 
Visit friends. Safeguard health 
p.m. 

22 25 Ask favours, seek work, avoid dis-
putes, a.m. Uncertain after. 

6 f 51 Guard against deception and do 
nothing important. 

21 16 Travel, change, push business, ask 
favours 

5 'Vj' 36 An evil day. Act discreetly in all 
things 

19 44 Sundaj•. Study. Avoid strangers 
and remain quiet. 

3 35 Safeguard health. Avoid disputes. 
Keep calm. 

17 5 Uncertain a.m. Visit friends, travel, 
remove p.m. 

0 * 14 Ask favours, pay calls a.m. Write 
letters. Evil evening. 

13 1 A~ evil day for all things. Do nothing 
important. 

25 28 Safeguard health. Avoid other sex. 
Ask favours. Visit elders evening. 

7 ry, 39 An uncertain day. Attend to.ordinary 
duties. 

19 39 Sunday. Safeguard health. Study, 
make plans. 

1 () 32 Travel early. Safeguard health and 
avoid superiors. Travel late. 

13 23 A doubtful day. Do nothing impor-
tant. 

25 17 Guard against disputes, a.m. Sign 

7 II 19 
no papers, act carefully p.m. 

Guard against deception a.m. Uncer
tain rest of day. 

19 
2 Qi5 

14 

33 
2 

Remain quiet a.m. Travel evening. 
Court, marry, travel, write letters, 

make plans a.m. 
47 Sunday. A doubtful day, remain quiet. 
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HOROSCOPE OF THE MONTH 
By A. E. THIERENS, Ph.D. 

'31.=====================' 

Now, coming to the horoscope of the baby, 
for which we are indebted to the British Journal 
of Astrology (April, 1932, p. 126), we find that 
it remarkably fits· in with his father's natal 
chart as proposed by me. We present this 
figure in plain for the easy reading. I took 
the houses for the Campahus-system however. 

H_aving· studied hereditary factors between 
parents and children in many cases, I was really 
struck by the confirmation of my general· ex
perience in this matter, when comparing the 
two charts :-

Both have the Sun in the IXth house, and 
moreover lord III in IX. Both have Uranus 
just in VI in opposition to the Asc. Both show 
lord VIr in VI II and Venus in M. C. ; lord Asc. 
in M.C. and the Part of Fortune in XI. 

With the child, the Of>position of Uranus to 
the Ascendant is a much more close one than 
with the father, and is certainly one of the indi
cations for peculiar and maybe dangerous hap
penings to the personality. There is another 
indication and _an extremely remarkable one, 
viz. : M.C. in close conjunction with Pluto. It 
has been pointed out in the last issue of 
Astrology (editor . Charles E. 0. Carter, 
December, '31, p. 194) by Mrs. Elsie M. Ken
nison, that, pra·cticafly, Pluto appears to have 
much to do wtth crim·e. Now, what is crime, 
if not wilful action, destroying· or denying 

general, social, familiar law. And· it is very 
well known to astrologers, that Aries-people· 
"go their own way and do what they like." So 
I suppose Mrs. Kennison is right there. · In 
my book Elements of Esoteric Astrology, 
p. 93/95,. I. point out that "Pluto is called lord 
of the Lower Kingdom." The name "Lord of 
the Underworld" has been in use from old. It 
is very remarkable that in this case the whole 
"underworld" of the United States appears to 
be mobilised and it would not be astonishing 
if their head played a very prominent part in 
it. Further, I: wish to draw attention to the· 
fact that in the same work it has been said 
that: "Positive impulses ai:e p,robably for the 
greater part, if not all, due to Pluto passing the 
sensitive points, cusps of houses, etc. " 
If finally it comes true that "Pluto-Osiris 
makes masks fall off, " then this case will not 
remain a mystery, but on the contrary will be
come absolutely clear and stand' out before the 
public. As the M. C. here progresses at the 
rate of 55' per annum, the conjunction with 
Pluto is exact precisely in th~ first days of 
March, 1932, i. e., one year 8¼ months after 
birth. The progressed Moon at this time had 
come to 0° Gemini, in exact square to the 
father's M.C., which looks like confirming the 
latter's exactness. From this point onward the 
Moon in the child's horoscope approaches 
the square to Neptune in XI, the Moon p. in 
VIII explaining the fact that the child is hidden 
and people are unable to find out its where
abouts, danger of death not being altogether 
excluded of course. 

Now, we come to the vital point of what is to 
be expected with regard to the child. Will it 
be restored to its parents and does it really run 
any serious risks? It would be foolish to deny 
the- risks, seeing the aspectation as it stands 
here. There is certainly some risk for the 
baby's health, Neptune being lord VI. In the 
Campanus-houses Mars is just out of the VIII 
however, and I should say this is a better 
position for life than in the Vlill th. 1 

A very strong and helpful influence of course 
is Venus in M.C., being itself lord Asc. We 
must not forget, however, that Venus is also 

1 Mars is still in the 8th house, being less 
than 3° below the cusp (EDITOR.) 
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lord VIIlth. The approaching Moon p. in sextile 
to Venus r. and p. from June to August of this 
year may well mean that the child will reappear 
on the stage after this period of obscuration, 
and the Moon ruling the mother's house (X) in 
the child's horoscope, I expect that finally 
the bringing back of the boy will be chiefly due 
to friendship, help and feeling for the mother. 
The same as appeared from Charles Lind
bergh's own horoscope. I can hardly believe 
that a child with Venus, Lord Asc. in M.C. and 
as much as unaffiicted, could perish in a way 
like this, even when we consider that Venus 
also rules the VII Ith hou~e. 

r Astronom.ical ·Phenomena)£_// 
~ JUNE, 1932 ~ 

Moon's Phases. 

New Moon 4th 9h. 16m. a.m. 
First ·Quarter 11th - 9h. 39m. p:m. 
Fuil Moon 18th Oh. 38m. p.m. 
La~t Quarter 25th 8h. 36m. p.m. 

Planetary Positions. 

0 The SuN is in Gemini, enters Cancer June 
21st at 3.23 p.m. d <:j? on 29th. · 

~ MF.RCURY is in Taurus, enters Gemini 2nd, 
and Cancer 16th. d 0 on 13th. d <:j? 

on 22nd. 
VENUS is in Cancer, retrograde after 8th. 
MARS is in Taurus, enters Gemini 22nd. 
JUPITER is in Leo. 
SATURN is in Aquarius. 
URANUS is in Aries. 
NEPTUNE is in Virgo. 
The following table shows the Moon's sign 

position at noon on each day of the 
month:

Aries 26, 27 
Taurus 1, 2, 28, 29, 30 
Gemini 3, 4, 5 
Cancer 6, 7 
Leo 8, 9 
Virgo 10, 11, 12 

Libra 
Scorpio 
Sagittarius 
Capricorn 
Aquarius 
Pisces 

13, 14 
15, lo 
17, 18 
19, 20 
21, 22 

23, 24, 25 

MUNDANE ASTROLOGY-Continued. 
is favourable for the working classes, and will. 
bring increased work. The deaths of noted 
people are indicated. 

New Zealand may be the seat of earthquake 
shocks, for Mars is on the lower meridian in 
167 E. Long. 

~ MUNDANE ASTROLOGY 

THE JUNE LUNATION. 
The new Moon of June 4th takes place just 

after nine in the morning, the luminaries being 
in the eleventh house in sextile to Jupiter, the 
latter' having a square of Mars from the tenth 
house. Mercury is on the cusp of the eleventh 
in trine to Saturn. 

The lunation close to _the ascendant of Lon
don in sextile to Jupiter promises a successful 
period for the Metropolis, increased trade and 
with Ju):>iter rising,. great progress is sho~n in 
the affa_1rs of ~he country. Great activity is 
shown m Parliamentary matters, and legisla
tion of a beneficial natu,re will be enacted. The 
square of Mars to Jupiter threatens trouble in 
Irish affairs, banks and stocks and shares. The 
chief trouble, ~owever, is shown in Germany, 
wh~re Mars will be exactly culminating, and 
senous troubles are likely to be experienced in 
that country. 

The position of Neptune denotes frauds on 
the _exchequer, and bei_ng in square to Me.rcury 
agam demonstrates double dealing in the 
Cabinet. Railway affairs will improve and ex·
cursion traffic should be considerable. ' 

The square of Mars to Jupiter denotes great 
he~t, thunder, and hail, and also points to 
senous earthquakes. Persia and Asia Minor 
will be the seat of seismic disturbances. 

The position of Saturn in trine to Mercury 
(Continued in, preceding column.) 
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MORRIS.-According to data published last 
year, Mrs ... Meurig Morris was born at 2.30 
p.m. on 17th November, 1899, presumably in 
London or· thereabouts. The horoscope is a:s 
follow5 :-

The presence of five planets in Sagittarius 
renders this map a very striking one, and also 
an extremely appropriate one for a preacher, 
even if so only when in a trance condition. 
Mediumistic qualities are shown by the Sun 
in Scorpio in the eighth house, in conjunctio:1 
with Jupiter, rulet1 of the twelfth; and the con~ 
trol of ·the voice by its opposition to the Moon 
in Taurus. The position of Neptune in op
position to SatUTn, ruler of the tenth house; is 

,also of importance in this respect. It has been 
suggested that "Power," who controls Mrs. 
Morris, is indicated here by the Sun and 
Jupiter in Scorpio, and Moon in Taurus, and · 
this seems very likely in view of the fact that 
at the time this control began, early in 1925, 
the ascendant was in conjunction with the 
Moon and the midheaven in trine to· it. The 
strong Sagittariah and ninth house positions 
indicate 1iability to legal actions, and the con
junction of Saturn ·with Mercury opposed by 
Neptune does not promise success. At the 
present time the Sun has reached the opposition 

· of Neptune; the ascendant is close to the op
position of Mars and Venus ; and these two 

planets are in sesquare with the Moon; so it 
is not at all surprising that Mrs. Morris was 
unsuccessful in her recent libel action. ,Her 
exoneratlon from ·any suspicion of fraud is prob
ably due to the fact that Saturn is ·very close 
to the sextile of the Sun, and it is likely that 
this direction will bring much ultimate good 
out of the whole affair, especially at the end of 
this year and the beginning of next. · , : 

THE SOUTH AMERICAN ERUPTIONS. 
-The violent volcanic eruptions· which broke 
out. in South _America on 10th April, amply 
testify to the importance of Geodetic Equiva
lents. The line of the Andes runs down the 
meridian of approximately 70° west, the Geo
detic Equivalent of which is Capricorn 20, with 
an ascendant of Aries 18 in the latitude of 
Santiago.· The conjunction of Mars and 
Uran us in Aries 20 was setting here, and on 
the day of the catastrophe the Sun was in Aries 
20, Mercury was in Aries 20, and Uranus was 
in Aries 19, all in conjunction on the Geodetic 
ascendant, and, as those who are interested 
will have noted, all in square to Pluto· in Can
cer 20 exactly on the Geodetic fourth cusp. To 
make matters worse the Geodetic ascendant is 
~nd~r eclipse. from last October. This eclipse 
1t will' be r_eme~beredi, _f~ll in Libra 17, ruling 
the Argentme, m oppos1t1on to Uranus· in Aries 
17 and in square to Saturn in Capricorn 17 and 
threw its shadow over the whole of the Southern 
half of South America, from which facts serious 
calamities were predicted for that country. All 
these positions link up closely .with those cur
rent in the World Horoscope. Here Mars has 
now: reached Capricorn 19° 10', and has just 
received the square of the minor cyclic Sun, in 
Aries· 20. The ·actual ascending degree of the 
World Horoscope at the district most severely 
affected is now L_ibra 7, and this was closely 
opposed by Mars at the time of the disaster. 
In connection with this matter a correspondent 
draws my attention to the importance of the 
planet Uranus in volcanic eruptions. He points 
out the exact conjunction of Mercury and 
Uranus in the present case, and adds, ''During 
the eruption · of Krakatoa on 26th to 28th 
August, 1883, Mercury was in conjunction with 
Uranus in Virgo 22,· and the Moon formed a 
square from Gemini. · I wonder if there was a 
similar conjunction at the destruction of 
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Pompeii. '' As a matter of fact there wasn't, 
but there was a close opposition between them. 
Pompeii was destroyed• on the night of Tues
day, 24th August, 79 A.D. The planetary 
positions at midnight were as follows : Sun, 
Leo 29; Moon, Sagittarius 19 ;.Mercury, Virgo 
6 ; Venus, Cancer 25 ; Mars, Aries 5 Retro
grade; Jupiter, Gemini 4; Saturn, Aquarius 5 
Retrograde; Uranus, Pisces 9; Neptune, 
Taurus 14; Caput, Libra 7. Here Mercury was 
in opposition to Uran us and both were squared 
by Jupiter. .· There are certain points of simi
larity between these positions, and those at the 
recent eruption. Mars is ·in exactly the same 
sign and degree in each case, and Saturn shows 
only a degree's difference in the two maps. 
Furthermore, the eclipses in 79 A.D. fell in the 
same positions as in 1931, and there was a 
lunar eclipse in Libra 13 in opposition to the 
Geodetic midheaven on 5th April. Probably a 
study of other volcanic eruptions would bring 
to light further similarities, and point out the 
sections of the zodiac chiefly concerned in such 
phenomena, if, as appears likely, there are any. 

THE GREAT LAW.-Another side-light 
upon the South American eruptions and other 
matters has been sent to me by the author of 
The Great Law, and will be of interest to stu
dents of that subject. He writes : "The vol
canic eruptions in South America burst forth 
on Sunday, 10th April, the 101st day of the 
year. This is reminiscent of the burning of the 
R ·101, which came down in·flames in Beauvais 
on the Sunday morning on the change over 
from summer to winter time in October, 1930, 
two years after the commencement of the 
Tribulation, which the Great Pyramid indicated 
as commencing on 6/7th October, 1928. Of 
course, this is the birthday of Jesus in the 
famous Inn in Bethlehem. As Herod killed 
every child of two years, the age of Jesus at 
that time, this burning of the R 101 is very 
curious, especially as AR in Greek is 101, and 
AR is also 13 in very ancient Egyptian 
numerology, just as LE is 13 in Hebrew. The 
volcanoes are in an area 6,666 miles· on a bee 
line from Cork, whose wireless number is at 
present 224.4 kcs., or 3141.6 divided by 14. 
Cordoba seems to confine the outbreak towards 
the north, and this town is ;31.416 degrees 
south; while the area affected by the output of 
ashes is on 66.6 degrees west. Malargue or 
Mal-Argue, the Bad-argument, was very badly 
affected, and this town stampeded. Dublin is 
at the moment the point where the oath of 
loyalty to the Throne is being disputed, and its 
wireless is 413 kcs, or simply 314 in reverse, 

the first part of the pi-ratio 314.16. Odessa 
has now 666 kcs. Are we to look for trouble 
in that area?" · 

THE PREMIER'S OPERATION.-That 
Mr. MacDonald's health was threatened this 
year was pointed out in Foulsham's Old 
Moore's Almanack for 1931. The indications 
of eye. trouble _are very strongly marked. In 
the radical horoscope, Praesaepe and the Asselli .. 
are on the ascendant, the Moon is conjoined· ·· 
with Antares, and the Sun in Libra is afflicted 
by Neptune in Aries, all of which tend to aJl'ect 
the sight. By direction, the Sun is now in 
Sagittarius 24, on the place of the cluster 
Aculeus, in sesquare with the ascendant, and. 
the Moon is in Aquarius 11 applying to the · 
square of Saturn. It has not hitherto been 
mentioned that ·the. fixed. stars may be directed 
by the Radix measure, but if we do so we find 
that the Asselli have now come to the op
position of the midheaven. In February, when 
Mr. MacDonald's first operation took place, the 
Sun and Mars had been conjoined in Aquarius 
11 on the place of the directional Moon. The 
last operation on 5th May was necessitated by 
the stationary position of Jupiter in opposition 
to the Moon and square to Saturn during April, 
as well as other transits affecting the Sun, all 
brought to a climax, by the New Moon of 5th 
May, following the Sun's opposition to the 
radical Saturn. It is to be feared that this does 
not end the danger, however, for the transits 
during January to March next year strongly 
affect the same positions, and the Premier 
would be well advised to avoid over-straining · 
his eyes in any way, or the consequences may 
he much more serious. . 

THE CUP FINAL.-The horoscope for the 
kick-off in the cup final at W erribley on 23rd · 
April, at 3 p.m. (Summer Time) showed 
Gemini 3 culminating and Virgo 10 rising, with 
Neptune just above the horizon. Taking this 
as a horary figure, we have Mercury, ruler of 
the ascendant and significator of the Arsenal,-. 
stationary in Aries 14 in the eighth house; 
Jupiter, ruler of the seventh and Newcastle's 
significator, in Leo 13 on the cusp of the 
twelfth ; and the Moon in Sagittarius 11 in the 
fourth in trine with both. . By Short Period 
directing the Moon came to the trine of Mercury 
at 2.12 p.m. G.M.T., when the Arsenal scored· 
their first goal. The equalising and disputed 
goal came at about 2.28 under midheaven sex
tile Jupiter opposition Moon, the direct ascen
dant being in sesquare with the Sun in the 
ninth, significator of the referee. The final 
goal, which gave the victory to Newcastle 18 
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minutes before the end, came under Jupiter 
trine Sun. A word as to the choice of signifi
cators in horary figures of this kind may not 
be out of place. According to all the text
books the first house represents the challenger, 
but this is not always correct. In the matter 
of an isolated contest, the challenger is cer
tainly represented by the first house, but this 
is not necessarily the ·case in such contests as 
those of the Cup Final or Boat Race. The op
posing sides do not share the same equal status, 
wh~n one of them is the holder of the trophy or 
the last winner, for that pne must take pre
cedence over the other at tj:i.e start. Here the 
first house must clearly be given to the holders ; 
and the other side who· are disputing the 
holders' right to retain thf! prize come under 
the seventh, the house of cipponents. 

ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL.-Mr. Alexan
der Drew, the consulting· engineer, who, in 
1925, warned the Dean and Chapter of St. 
Paul's that the dome of the Cathedral was in 
danger of collapsing, has recently issued a fresh 
warning, and states that the collapse may occur 
at any time. The foundation stone of St. 
Paul's was laid on Monday, 21st June (O.S.), 
1675, at a time when Saturn was in Taurus 10, 
in square to Neptune in Aquarius 11 and to 
Mars in Leo 17. These afflictions in fixed 
signs are serious ones and clearly indicate faults 
in the foundations. The matter has arisen at 
this time owing to the stationary position of 
Jupiter in opposition to the radical Neptune, 
and of Mercury in opposition to the Moon. The 
major directions are rather mixed at present, 
and include Jupiter semisquare Sun and Nep
tune conjunction Moon this year and next; 
Moon conjunction Sun, Moon sextile Saturn, 
and Jupiter sextile Moon in 1933; followed by 
Sun semisq1.1are Saturn and Saturn square 
Moon in 1984. From an astrological point of 
view, the warning seems a very sound one, but 
fortunately there are some strong preserving 
influences. The conjunction of the Moon with 
the Sun and its sextile to Saturn clearly points 
to renovation, and it seems likely that the 
necessary repairs will be effected before the 
threatened disaster takes place, though with 
such a horoscope it will be possible only to 
patch things up for a time. This will prob
ably be done early next year, but if it is neglec
ted the outlook for 1934 and 1935 is serious. 
The Cathedral was built under the conjunction 
of Saturn and Jupiter in Sagittarius 13.32 (in 
opposition to the ascendant of London and in 
sextile to its midheaven) which took place on 
10th October, 1663. Thtirefore it is liable to 

suffer under any conjunction that falls in Virgo 
or Pisces, and will ultimately collapse or be
come a ruin under a conjunction in Gemini. 
But as this cannot occur before about 2120 A.D. 
at the earliest, it is not a matter that concerns 
us very greatly. 

THE SPANISH REPUBLIC.-Up to the 
present I have received three answers to my 
request for information as to the time at which 
the Spanish Republic was proclaimed on 14th 
April, 1931, and I should like to thapk those 
correspondents for their kindness in writing. 
Unfortunately, however, the stated tim~s do not 
agree. One correspondent gives 5.~0 p.-m., 
which is derived from some articles written with 
the collaboration of ex-King Alfonso. Another 
gives 4 p.m. ; and the third states that! accord
ing to the English Press "the Republic.was de
clared for sunset," which I find was at 6.35 
p.m. local mean time at Madrid-on the date in 
question. I am trying to obtain confirmation 
from official sources, and hope to be in a 
position to publish the horoscope in question 
next month. 

THE SIGNAL BOX.-The square of Mars 
and Jupiter at the June lunation is likely to be 
a trying position for the Government. Irish 
affairs will cause excitement, and it ip likely 
that England will be the loser, at least partially. 
Death will carry off a noted sportsman dr mem
ber of the theatrical profession, and probably 
a member of the Royal Family or a prominent 
politician either. here or in France. lt is un
likely that Mars square Jupiter in fixed signs 
will pass without seismic disturbances, the 
districts most likely to be affected being Italy, 
Sicily, Persia, Arabia, and South America. 
Aviation disasters are threatened at the end of 
the month. London will witness a display or 
pageant in which royalty will take an interest. 
Wheat prices will probably suffer again this 
month, though they may improve later. 

NOW READY. 

The Calculation of 
Sunrise and Sunset 

By VIVIAN E. ROBSON, B.Sc. 

Containing complete and simple rules and 
examples for calculating all possible times 
of sunrise and sunset for any place and date. 

PRICE, 1/-. POST FREE, ls. 2d. 
Obtainable from the Author, or from 
.Messrs. W. Foulsham & Co., Ltd., 10/11, 

Red Lion Court, London, E.C.4. 
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A MANUSCRIPT OF 

OLD SPAIN 
'3/._,============~ 
Reproduc~d from "The Telegraph," Brisbane, 

Fnday evening,, July 31st, 1931. 

HOMAGE TO WASHINGTON .IRVING. 
Paper read to the Authors and Artists' 

Association by Mr. In'igo Jones. 
Being a translation of _a manus~tipt ~ritten at 

the Universi~y of Salamanca in Spain in 
the Reign of Alonzo the Sage, who reigned 
from 1252 to 1284. 

There are in Spain, perhaps, more than else
where, rich treasures of ancient lore; and it 
was in that country, perhaps more than any 
other, that the secret researches of the 
alchemists were prosecuted, as they sought in 
many d'evious ways to wrest from Nature the 
great secret of the Elixir Vitae and the Philoso-
pher's Stone that should keep them for ever 
young, and ·give them the purchasing power, 
so_ much discussed to-day, to enable them to 
enjoy that immortal youth to its fullest degree. 
Among all these seats of learning there is 
probably none more sacred and enthralling than 
the ancient city of Salamanca with its venerable 
university where· the learning of past ages is 
guarded in its hoary walls. Its wonderful 
library holds ponderous tomes and fading 
manuscripts filled with a wisdom enshrined in 
language that each year gets more and more 
obsolete and more and more difficult to inter
pret. 

It so happened that not long ago opportunity 
enabled one with whom no one here is 
acquainted, and whom also I have never seen, 
to penetrate deep into the secret ways and 
aged habitations of this same city of Salamanca, 
and by a series of events which though exciting 
in themselves, are yet beyond the ·scope of this 
narrative, obtained in one of the most ancient 
of these venerable palaces, possession of a 
chest which contained a number of extra
ordinarily interesting manuscripts, one of these 
it ·is proposed to set before you to-night in 
translated form. This is possible through the 
courtesy of Mr. Tommerup, of the University 
of Queensland, whose learning was sorely taxed 
at times to supply_ the necessary, clues. 

The document begins with an ancient prayer 
and below this there follow several astrological 
signs of more than doubtful meaning now. 

AN OLD SPANISH MANUSCRIPT. 

Below this again are seen the signs of the sun 
a?d, yoked to this sign as it were, are the 
~1gns of the four greater planets, although how 
m those ~ays 1257 the symbols of the outer 
were obtam~d must for ever ·remain a mystery. 

The ~ordmg of the document is strange and 
fantast1c, 1 but its. mea?iilg seems comparativeiy 
clear n?w that Emstem has spoken, and it runs 
approximately as follows· :-,-· . 

T·o:'Herrera de Guzman, a stud~nt of Sala~ 
manca, in the year of our.Redeemer 1257 came 
as he sat at his studie:i' in search of the Water 
of Life, the follo"ving ~essage : That day had 
I worked through the day with my circles in the 
sun and as night drew on gazed at the great.est 
of the planets as he, Jupiter and Venus the bril
liant, shone down side by 'side_ in the evening 
light; then as I withd:ew, into _the quiet of my· 
cella, methought a v01ce seemed to dictate to 
me in this manner :· '· . · · 

Take thy ·stylus, H~rrera, and write ~h~t · 
you s~all dream and s_ome day far down the_ 
centunes shall another rea,d and these words 
though they seem strange and full of mystery, 
may seem then ~<?od and simple. I, who spe;i.k. 
to you, am; a spmt and my abode is that Helios 
w~ose beams shed light and warmth on -y~u 
this day. I te)l you now a simple truth yet · 
shall you• not ·dare to proclaim it since so to do· 
would ·involve yo_u in, contradio-tions and 
calumnies disastrous to your peace and-safety .. 

Know then that I am Helios himself and that , 
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I' now reveal to- you the· secrets of my life and 
government. I have shone down on you and 
your races for countless ages and shall so 
shine for countless ages to come. The count 
of your years is false and those things you and 
your people deem to be old: are but of yesterday 
and deep beneath their . tombs lie other older 
and older entombments too vastly old for you 
or your people tQ comprehend. To me time is 
not it is what the rays of mine are to you; I 
bathe in them, and so human life bathes in time 
also. It is · and it is not ; the future is the , ... 
past, and _the past is the future; _but this· 1s_ a 
saying which you cannot yet grasp. My life 
goes forward and back, I am old and yet have 
never yet been young; but give and take for 
ever the same now, to-morrow, and from the 
daw:i. I flow out and I breathe in; a star 
among the stars, and yet not a star among the 
stars but one with all and any of them. We 
are one house, just as one gr.ain of anything is 
the same as all, and though a thing be so vast 
ever yet the greatest is the s_mallest; and who 
knows one, knows all. There are round me 
my children who were old when I was young 
and they all through the ages help and guide 
me as l help and guide them.· There is no 
greatest and no least; all are one and all are in 
one motion together. Jupiter is my greatest 
child and my greatest ruler and through him 
come my moods and ways and so also I pass 
these ways on to yoi:t and the other chilclren 
of earth and as these moods come to me filtered 
through Jupiter and my other children so they 
reach you; 

So they reach you ; and so you must fulfil 
your destiny, and that too you are no more able 
to controh than a midge can deal with the gale 
that blows it to its doom. 

Write down these words of mine and care
fully preserve them, but tell them to cone lest 
evil befall you. It shall come to yass very 
soon, but in what you would deem an 1m1:1easur
ably later day. that the secret in the silk and 
amber and the secret to be reyealed in the load
stone, shall interpret these sayings and things 
invisible shall be brought to ligpt and the whole 
team of Phoebus shall be made known and 
manifest and man shall know' 'why and how I 
rule;· 

But that time is not yet! 
And for you my child, Herrera de Guzman, 

that time shall never be ; your little race shall 
run out and beyond a name which shall not 
even convey a picture, you might as well have 
never been. 

THE PILLARS OF GEMINI. 
(Continued from page 173.) 

mutation symbolised by the translation of 
Enoch, Elijah and Romulus, the truth pf God 
manifests in him and he becomes an Ambassa
dor (Leo) of God. But among humaµity in 
general, it is unavailing to look for such a 
thing. The angels of Leo who work among 
mankind are the fallen angels. 

What are the bad qualities of Leo in in
dividual character. They are given in text
books as tyranny, overbearing pride, cruelty, 
and thf corresponding servile traits, cringing 
meanness, treachery and lust. 

The pride and megalomania which informed 
the Semitic empires, are ample justification of 
astrological symbolism. They have passed and 
will soon be forgotten, except by the student 
of earliest history. The world will go on· with 
only a shudder of disgust and welcome forget
fulness of the agony at last escaped. When 
Aquarius is fully manifest, the final flicker of 
vitality will depart from the remnant of Leo 
powers. The Son of Man will come with 
power. That hour has not yet struck : Rome 
and its der-ivatives have yet to be faced on the 
open field as it were, and the last battle fought. 
On that day, Samson, blinded, will be standing 
between the Pillars, and will pull down the 
whole edifice of human society, in order that 
God may build again, and the pillars of His 
new building will be not Taurus and Leo, but 
Scorpio and Aquarius. 

(To be continued.) 

THE COURSE OF GOD: REMINISCENT 
and DISCOURSIVE. 

(Continued from page 176) 

student of the ancient lore of stars. To the 
astrologer, in the horoscope, can be seen the 
course that winds from out of the infinite 
bosom of the past fowards the infinite depths 
of the future : and the means whereby the soul 
shall bring about the best, by battling and sur
mounting the bars and obstacles in the path, 
and responding to the higher vibrations of the 
course of God. 
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NEW LIGHT ON THE 
PRE-NATAL EPOCH 

~====By=E=. =H=·• =B=A=IL=E=Y=. ======~ 

the epoch, the objection cannot now be •. sus
tained. 

The ·case of "Lilian" is a standing proof of 
this particular point. (Qi. VJ., Astrology and 
Birth Control.) The epoch took place on 
December 9th, 1893, four days before the 
parents were married, but the. lunar. elongation 

The case dealt with in the last issue is a a.dded to the date and. time of the epoch; 
standing proof of the validity of the epochal yielded a time after the marriage, thus proving 
thesis as expounded by the late Sephariai, and the rule right up to. the hilt. 
a further proof of the correctness of the lunar Another · very remarkable fact is shown in 
elongation at the epoch, as discovered by my- the case. dealt with in last month's issue .. I 
self~ have already made it quite clear that inter-

~W e profit by our mistakes, but mistakes changes of the . moon and ascendant round 
which arise . through being misled by incorrect about the epochal date d~ not necessarily con
information are pardonable. stitute epochs. A.s a matter of fact these inter-

It is true i11i dealing with this case in the Oh- changes are going on_ every fortnight, and 
servatory for April, 1931, I subtracted the many of them can be made to confirm the birth 
lunar elongation from the date .and time of the time within .a few minutes. 
epoch owing to the fact that I was misled by Iri this particular case, although the Moon 
the incorrect information as to the date of the - was ·decreasing and above the earth at the 
coition. Had I known what was stated in the moment of birth, andl under normal conditions 
third paragraph of the second c9lumn of page would hav;e given an epoch earli.er than .the 
152, at the time of writing in April, 1931, I Index date, yet it .did not and could not, and 
should not have made this error. even if I had not been informed that the .birth 

I mention this fact because it is probable that was a short period one, and induced by forced 
certain persons who have a "mania" for fault labour, I should have.known that it was a short 
finding will seize upon this fact and try to prove period birth by the very fact that no epoch 
I: am contradicting myself, as well as using it could be found prior to the Index date. Two· 
for the purpose of misrepresenting the· Epochal "interchanges" were obtainable, and . both 
rules. confirmed the birth time,_ but as both were. male 

At the same time, this simple error has they could hot be "epochs." As I have said 
yielded good results for it definitely proves before, and l rep~at it, mere "interchanges" 
certain facts in connection with the thesis which count for nothing. They are not epochs unless • 
are valuable. they conform to five separate and distinct con-

They are as follows:- ditions, and a sixth may now be added, that 
1. If, as is now almost certain, we are unless the lunar elongation added to the date 

justified in co-relating the epoch with ovulation, and time of the epoch, yiel~s an angle which 
the discharge of the ovum from the ovary, con- coincides with the Moon and ascendant at birth 
ception cannot occur before this event. and epoch, it is wrong. 

2. Coition can occur either before or after I have been asked on several occasions to 
ovulation. Therefore it can occur both before make public this new measure of the . l4nar 
or after the epochal moment. elongation, 'and how I arrive at it. I am ·not 

3. The lunar elongation at the epoch must prepared to do.so at present, and for very·good 
always be added to the date and time of the reasons. This elongation, which . was sug
cpoch. gested by me in the first edition of The .Pre-

In the seven cases given in Chapter VI of natal Epoch, 16 years ago, the exact measure 
Astrology and Birth Control, the lunar elonga- of which was independently discovered by n:iy
tion was added in each case. This must be self, although known to my late colleague, 
accepted as a definite rule. Sepharial, has been carefully confirmed by 

The acceptance of this particular fact does several score of cases, and illustrations have 
away completely with the objection which was already been given of its truth. 
raised some years ago, when in the case of a This is not the only additional discovery 
first child, it was found that the epoch took which I am keeping dark, and this also for very 
place a few days before marriage. There was good reasons. 
no reason why' it should· not, for as it is now When certain students who have been seek-
proved that conception cannot take place before (Continued on page 179) 
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r THE NEW RADIX SYSTEM 1 
OF DIRECTING 

By E. H. BAILEY 

~==========~ 

Pressure of space prevented me from con
tinuing this• article in the last issue .. 

The Horoscope of the ex-Kaiser of GerJTlany 
w~s th_e illustration chosen, andl the map is ap
pended herewith, rectified by the approved laws 
of the Pre-natal Epoch :-

The ,year 1888 was an important one in our 
subject's life, as his grandfather and father 
both died, and he became Emperor of Germany. 
The arc for 29 years of age is 28.35, and this 
gives a meridian of 17. lOr'(l and an ascendant 
of S) 8.42. 

The ascendant was therefore in conjunction 
with Saturn during the year, a typical direction 
for the death of a grandfather or father. 

By progressing the meridian to r'(1 17.49, the 
direction of Ji! par 0 is obtained. The Sun 
at birth was 41 ° 45' to the west of the meridian, 
and with this progressed meridian Ji! was the 
same distance to the 'E, thus forming the 
parallel. 

The progressed ascendant was nearly in 
square to the Part of Fortune, and ·the latter 
was midway between /the opposition of the 
Moon and conjunction of Uranus. · 

The ascendant was also in trine with the 
midpoint between the Sun and Jupiter in 
'Y" 9.26. 

The Great. War took place between the ages 
of 55 and 60, equal to arcs of ,l?4.13 and 59.8. 
During this period the ascend_ant was passing 
from 25.57. to 29,18-S), forming the following 
directions, viz. : Ascendant square Moon R., 
square midpoint between: Moon and :Uranus in 
S/28.12, and at the end· of the war was nearly 
square to -Uranus. 

When the progressed ascendant reached 
S) 26. 17, Ti was 17 .15 above the ascendant, and 
therefore in paral.lel with the Sun, ·whose radical 
distance above the descendant was the same. 

The Sun passed r'(12.55, the opposition of the 
midpoint between Saturn and the _Moon, and 
also passed "('3.22, the ~idpoint between 
Uran us and his oyvn place._ · 

The· soli_~lunar focal point progressed from 
S) 26. 7 to lTJI 1.2, passing the squares of the. 
Moon and Uran us. · 

At our subject's marriage in. 1881, . the 
meridian was directed to r'(l 10.36, just past the 
trine of the midpoint between the Moon and 
Venus in :f 10-.23, and the soli-lunar focal point 
was in S) 23.35 in trine to Verius, ruler of the 
decanate on the seventh cusp. 

In 1901 his grandmother, 1 Queen Victoria, 
and his mother died, ~he arc being from 41.23 
to 42.0. The Sun was directed to the radical 
meridian. The midpoint between the Sun and 
Venus was ih square to the 'radical °Moon. 'The 
Sun and Saturn by mutual progression were 
forming a parallel on ·the meridian. · 

In the next issue, the Horoscope of · King 
George V. will be dealt with. 

• 

REMARKABLE HOROSCOPES. 

The further illustration of the Chart of 
·Descent of the 24oz. baby has been held over 
until next month. 

NEXT MONTH. 

THE PRE-NATAL EPoci-1 oF 

BABY LINDBERGH. 
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STUDIES IN HINDU 
ASTROLOGY 

VII. AV OF SATURN. 
This diagram is said_ to relate to life and 

death, misery and the occupation. 
1. . If Saturn is angular and exalted, and 

By Vivian E. Robson, B.Sc. associated with 1, 2, 3, or 4 marks in its own· 
'3(======================~ AV, the child then born will be short-lived. 

2. If Saturn is rising and strong, wii:h ;5 or 
VI. AV OF JUPITER. 6 marks, the native will sustain ~uffering and 

Tliis diagram is said to relate to happiness, loss· of wealth from the time of his birth, 
the faculties·, ,and·chi_ld~en. __ . . ... . -.. ~;~ :"If Sattirn·.is .. iµ its fall-'-or in, __ an ·un~-: . 

1. If Jupiter ·-i~.-'-irf :the: sixth! .. eighth_, .,0 t/c9t1ge~ial sign, with 5 o,r mo'.e-rn~rks, :and:~i;~: .. 
twelfth house with $ pfinore marks/the native Mooµ 1s strong, the native_ w,Jl. enioy _long life. 
will be lorig-~lived, very wealthy, :and victorious 4. _ _If Saturn is in the first odiftll hotfse, or 
over his enem_ies. · · combust, or in its fall or an uncongeQial sign, 

2. If Jupiter is a~gular or i~ the ninth with 4 or 5 marks, the .native 'will_ have n,iany 
house, -in his own sign, exaltation, or a con- serva1:ts and much p'.operty: lf w1~~ 8 marks, 
genial sign,_ not combust, and accompanied by he will fill an adm1m~t~ative pos1t10n ~ndei: 
8 marks the native will become a ruler by his Government_ or a mumc1pal body. If with 7 
own fame and glory, or a powerful man ad- marks, he will be possessed of abundant wealth-. 
mired for his conspicuous intelligence, energy, 5. When Saturn p~sses through a sign 
and other high qualities. If Jupiter in this devoid of marks in its own AV the native will 
position is also in conjunction with the Moon die or suffer loss of wealth. 
and accompanied by 7 marks, the native will 6. Death will occur in the native's fatal"year 
be admired by women and wealthy, and will at the time., when the Sun and the Moon pass 
have huinerous • sons. If the marks are 6 he through sighs containing the least number of 
will have much wealth .and physical comfort; marks in the AV of Saturn. 
if_ they are 5, he will be viduous and successful. 7. Ir the AV of. Saturn, add together the 

3. If the_ Sun is in the sign containing the figures in the signs from the ascendant to the 
le_~st n~mber. of marks in the A_Y of Jupiter, sign .fontaining Saturn, and also the figures in 
the n·ative _will be .unfortunate m that every the signs from Saturn .to the ascendant. The 
undertaking for his_ benefit will fail. two totals will give the years in which the 

·4, The figure in the fifth sign from Jupiter native will suffer from grief and illness. Add 
in the AV of Jupiter will indicate the number the two totals together, and the result will give 
of_ the native's sqns (or children). According the year in which the native's life will be in 
to ~ome authors if the sign be Cancer or Sagit- danger. 
tarius. the number will o twice or thrice as In the horoscope of King George the figures 
great. The number of children meeting with are 21 and 27,, which total 48, ancl inqicate the 
early deatll will be the number of planets years 1886, 1892, and 1913. I do not know 
oq::upying their signs of detriment or fall. what, if anything,· took place in the first of 

Jn the case of King George the number of · these years, but iµ 1891-92 King George 
marks in Aries, the fifth sign from Jupiter in suffered_ from typhoid fever, and also lost his 
its own AV, is 3, which if .doubled gives the brother. 
correct number of children. If there is any The year of the total, 1913, witnessed the 
foundation in fact for this rule, it seems likely preliminary events leading up to the Great' 
that the halving or doubling of the number War, during which period the King's poy.,ei;-
might be necessary irrespective of the sign. was seriously thre.atened and his life was in · 

5. Nofe the sign with the greatest number dapger _more· than once._ _ _ 
of marks in the AV of Jupiter. Coitus with 8. Find the point of the compass as before. 
this sign rising will result in birth. Cattle, This indicates the direction of the plac;_e where , 
wealth and possessions located in the direction the sweepings arc:: gathered. 
of the point of_ the compass indicated by this This completes our survey of the general 
sign will increase or multiply. · rules applicable to the AV figures considered . 

6. Find the Dik or point of the compass as separately, and we will next deal with their 
before. It will indicate the dfrection of the collective effects. 
treasury or store•room in the native's house. (To be continued.) 
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His laws have a reputation which is scar<:;ely 
due to them. They were on the whole childish 
and vindictive. If a doctor failed to save his 
patien~ from death, he lo~t-a finger, or an eye, 
or a limb. Such methods of encouragement 

The greatest Leo city in the world is Rome. are more enthusiastic, perhaps, than effective; 
For two thousand years Rome, politically and Indeed·, mutilation is the normal punishment in. 
spiritually, dominated the world's development. that outrageous code: and not only punish- .. 

But Rome's power was derived from Baby- ment, but as a mild deterrent, as an encourage
Ion: the Apocalypse as is well-known refers ment to do one's best, the loss of an ear seemed 
to' Rome under the namE, of Babyl~n, the t? be.the limit of the Emperor's legal imagina~ 
~i::arlet_ Woman.. !n. text.~b'?oks, the ruling tion. ·. . . , · · 
sign of Babylon. IS given as Virgo. How if is ... ; Assyria :'Y~s·_,;i. vuitu.t-~-emrire·, i·: scav_enge~, 
th_at the gi:eat Leo, city is equated in· Scripture : .a -scourge ... .ln art, science .and .. htera.ture · her
with an apparently Virgo city will become clear production was precisely nothing. ·Th~ cunei-·. 
later. The explanalion is exactly similar to . form .wr~tings which: are preserved, thanks to 
that of the correlated fact that the Taurus their substantial writing material, consist _of 
nations are almost equally Geminian. annals and account books. . Her kings W!=re 

Babylon was the ;great power of the ?lood-lusty brigands. Her rulership of sub-
Euphrates valley, or Mesopotamia. Civilisa- iect races' was marked by recurrent mass.acres, 
t~o?. be~ins in river :7alleys, and the original wholesale transportations, and wanton des
c1:71hsah_on of Egypt m the valley of the Nile, truction. Again I would refer the reader to 
with which I have dealt fully in earlier issues of the narrati.ves of the Old Testa~ent for illus-
the JOURNAL, was followed after a certain lapse trations of these things. · · 
of time by the Babylonian power. The two The Phoenicians, and the d;i.µghtt;r .. 9ity of 
great empires were always at war. Tyre, Carthage, were the fi,rst great traders of 

Egypt was ruled under priestly supervision, the ancient world. They possessed and exhibited. 
wisely and (considering the times) well. Baby- the usual characteristics of their race. 
Ion and her cognate power, Assyria, were Carthage reguiarly crucified an .unsuccessful 
ruled by the priests neither wisely nor well. general, if he was uhwise enough to come 
The _limit. of senseless cruelty was regularly home. Th~ greatest Carthaginian was Hanni
practised m those savage and destructive em- bal, one of. the few greate_st generals · of the· 
pires. Conquered nations and prisoners of wqrld. . il'Ilis motive . was entirely negativ·e, · 
,~ar were sacrificed in thousands with every hatred of Rome. Rome at that time, J shou.ld 
circumstance of fanatic cruelty. The Semitic add, was under the dominion still.of the Twins. 
race to which they belong, which includes also Rome was a dual foi.mdation, and the early · 
the Jews and Phoenicians, was a race of the part of her history and parts of the lat_ter are 
most stubborn determination, heartless under the rule of Taurus-Gemini. That will 
fanaticism, and tyrannous cruelty. It is in- be explained in due ·course. 
teresting, but not unexpected, that the greatest _It is a pertinent question to ask.why the L·eo 
religious revelation of history was given to t:1bes should show, in the infancy of ~ivilisa
the world by a branch of the Leo. tribes, whose t10n, such a profusion ·oi iniquity. · Leo stands 
other members practiced wickedness beyond for the Divine principle, the spirit which mo;es· 
belief. The Israelites themselves, not inf re- and _infonns all things : whereas Taurus stands -: 
quently were back-sliders into heathen godless- for the earth and matter. It would be natural 
ness. Everyone who reads the narrative books to have reversed the course of history and have 
of the· Old Testament r·emembers the recurrent made the great civilising agent dwell in Meso-· 
outbursts of the prophetsi against the altars set pota!T\ia, and the evil· empire in Egypt. 
in high places, the groves,· and the passing of The explanation lies in the myth of Saturn, 
children through the fire. Those ghastlv re- which Il have explained at considerable length 
ligious rites were common to the Semitic w'orld, . in earlier issues. This world is at present ruled 
and few things could be more strikingly witness by Saturn. Saturn, or Satan, is the Prince of 
to the reality of Divine education than the corn- this world. The Archangel of Le.ci cannot yet 
parative immunity of one branch ~>nly of the enforce ,his rule on earth. Individually, here ... 
Semitic race from a radical evil. and. there, where one man or another has 

The early- empire of .Babylon produced a stepped out bf the cii:cle and achie'v'ed the trins~. 
great law-giver of the name of Hammurabi. (Continued on page 169 .. ) 
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF 
ASTROLOGY. 

By E.W. WHITMAN. 

"WHAT DOES ASTROLOGY MEAN TO 
Y_OU ?" I must ask my readers to accept the 
cli~~t. pers~al, a_spe~t of tµis question in the 
spmt tn which it is given, the spirit of sincerity 
and earnestness. 
- · It is sometimes necessary for our well-being 
and 01,1r progress to -have a direct q1,1estion 
asked and to give a straight-forward answer 
for it arouses us from complacency and 
lethargy and causes us to take stock of our
selyes, ·. with the result that activity follows. 
This can apply to our study and interest in 
Astrology as·· well as to the more mundane 
things of life. It is one of, the human failings 
that after a time, unless our interest is excep
tionally keen in any particular avenue we 
begin to drift and to be content with our' past 
assimilation of knowledge and our present 
understanding or position. 

.We get into a rut and need to be jerked out 
suddenly so that_ we can make progress. In 
the study of Astrology certain well-defined 
principles are laid down and in the main all 
~enuine students are guided by them, but there 
is . a v~ry grave tendency towards allowing cer
Fam ~ides only of these principles to be borne 
tn mmd, and towards magnifying these sides 
until the opposite a:re obliterated for the time 
being from the mental consciousness. The 
processi of analysis and self-examination slows 
down until there is a danger of its stopping 
through an apparent too great familiarity with 
our own maps of birth or progression. We 
get so used to .the viewing of the same 
planetary positions and aspects in our birth 
maps, that subconsciously we strengthen the 
fatalis!ic standpoint a~d weaken our power of 
free-will. Instead of demonstrating our under
standing and · utilization of astral vibrations 

h • ' we only s ow tn a more perfect manner what 
slayes we are in danger of becoming to those 
vibrations. 

This, then is the time at which every one of 
us should arouse his mental consciousness. and 
take full stock of the situation, deliberately 
asking of himself "WHAT DOES ASTRO
LOGY MEAN TO ME?" Does it mean an 
acceptance of the· surface appearance of posi
tions and aspects or does it mean a keen, in
tensive and positive examination of the strong 

an,.~ weak points; · a dissecting of the· self with 
the knife of TRUTH. No making of excuses 
for o~r faults and failings nor undue praise for 
our virtues, but a fair examination of ourselves 
as we_ are. "MAN, KNO"W THYSELF" is 
the ancient hermetic teaching, 'but we -cannot 
know ourselves even by the aid of Astrology 
un}j'ls~ we' get beneath the. surface of super
fici~l int~rest and really begm to see ourselves 
as we are. It is then that we begin to realize 
what ~strology me_ans t<? each and every orie 
of .us mdependently, for we see more clearly 
the path we need to follow in ordei- to become 
Self-Conscious Immortal Beings instead of 
Aut,omatoms. If our study of Astrology does not 
me!n. a broadening and widening of our per
speftl~e, ~ better understanding of our· rela
~ionship wiFh our fellow human beings and an 
m~(lnse ;desire to ·see more clearly our relation
shif with that Eternal Source of All Being 
whom we term God, then it would be· better 
never to have known of Astr_ology, but to have 
remained blind in our ignorance. Does Astro
logy mean to You the awakening of the under
stat;iding and the kindling of the real Flaihe
o! Pfe 0~ d~s it mean a ~ubserviating of the 
higlter pruicieles to material ends? You and 
I have to ask and answer these questions to 
our own internal satisfaction before we can 
ma~e true progress. In this I do not wish it 
to pe inferred that the material affairs of life 
are: of no importance, and that we should waste 
no time on them, rather, the reverse. Material 
mental and spiritual are! all equally important 
and· lack of progress in one must react upon 
the others., 

The_re. is, : howev~r, the danger of allowing 
mat~n~ and physical happenings to assume 
).tnd~e importance and of ':1~ taking sufficiently 
mto_ account mental or spmtual vibrations that 
are ~irectly allied to ~he material or. physical 
condition. In revertmg .to the m.ain part of 
the subject, Astrology should mel!ln in the first 
pl~~e. a studying of. ~eself, with this -study 
Qrtngmg an understanding that . can be 
utilized. The more we understand of ourselves 
the better are we· able to act and to react 
to current conditions and .environment and to 
build the basis of a better future. Courage, 
~trength, a~d endur~nce are all necessary ad-
1uncts and it does not matter if these or any 
other qualities seem to be missing .from the 
character, they can be. incorporated therein by 
effort. But effort is the key-note of .all. pro
gress. We can read and study until our limbs 

. wither and our consciou_sness goes into the_ ap-
(Continued on page 179) 
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I~ BIBLICAL PROPHECIES 1 
AND THE CREA T PYRAMID 

By "ASTEL." 

~=========-~ 
THE GREAT DAY. 

Prior to the Great War the favourite toast 
throughout Prussia and Germany was "De 
Tag,'' it was a great day to look forward to, 
when the Germans, and especially the Prus
sians, would be the dominant rulers of all 
Europe, as the first step to the overlordship of 
the world. It was undoubtedly fostered and 
encouraged by the then representatives of the 
Hohenzollerns, and the Ex-Kaiser used often 
to quote fhe scriptures in support of his claim, 
and we would go so far as to say that the many 
references to "the day" in the Bible, or as 
it is so often written "in that day," or "The 
great day of the Lord!," was the original in
spiration of "de tag" in the minds of the 
Hohenzollerns. 

The Satanically inspired idea of "de tag" 
was one of the direct .causes that led to the 
Great War, which was the first great attempt 
by the arch enemy to forestall the ''great day," 
when Jesus the Christ should again appear on 
this earth to judge the nations and to sit upon 
the throne of David, hence the fury of the at
tack was aimed chiefly at Great Britain and 
the Empire. We can imagine the great wrath 
of Satan, after he was cast out of the heavens, 
as "he stood upon the sand of the sea." (Rev. 
xiii., 1 R.V.)-011 the shore of North Germany 
and looking across at this tight little isla11d, 
vowed he would lower the pride of that imperial 
race and place his nominee on the throne of 
the Lord. 

We have only to turn up the files of our daily 
papers to know how this first attempt failed, 
but there will be another attempt iil the near 
future, which, according to the prophecies in 
the Bible and the Great Pyramid, will be more 
successful. · The first attempt, the Great vVar, 
is represented in the Pyramid by the first low 
passage, which is 511 inches long, being equal 
in months to the duration of the war; the. 
second attempt is shown by the second low pas
sage, which is 101:05 inches long, equal to 8 
years 5 months, which will be a time of great 
tribulation for the House of Israel, its modern 
representatives being Great Britain and her 
company of daughter nations, and the Great 
People across the Atlantic, the United States 
of America. "Alas for that day 1s great, so 

that none is like it : it is even the time of 
Jacob's trouble.;, (Jer. XXX. 7.) 

On the strength of the promise made to 
David through Na than th~ prophet, '' And I will 
appoint a plac·e for my people Israel, and will} 
plant them, that they may dw~ll in their own 
place, and be moved no more; neither shall the_, 
children of wickedness ,aiflicf the1n any more, 
as at the first. "(2 Sam. vii., -10.) We believe 
that any attempt to invade and conquer these 
islands will be doomed to failure ; other 
prophecies confirm this, so the second attempt 
will be made at a more vulnerable point of the 
Empire, and that is the middle east, Palestine 
and Jerusalem will be the great objective; for 
the Lord, when He comes, ·will establish His 
rule in Jerusalem, so Satan will inspire his 
~_inion to make that the goal of his great 
offensive, for, once established in Jerusalem, 
he could then produce his false proph~t and 
proclaim him as the long expected Christ. That 
he will have a large measure of success in this 
project the prophecies abundantly ·show .. 

The Pyramid prophecy_ supported by the 
biblical prophecies, show us that this great 
king, the nominee of Satan, will be a scion of 
the House of Hohenzollern, and that .he will 
also be a Prince of Israel; probably through 
one of the British princesses married to kings 
of Prussia. His connection with Israel is 
necessary in order to establish his claim to sit 
upon the throne of David, which is the throne 
of the Lord. This is a point worth remem
bering, as Jesus, whe.11 he came the first time,· 
came through "a shoot out of the stock of 
Jesse, and a branch out of his roots"-(Isa. 
xi., 1)-so if it should be made to appear that 
His second appearance should be thr.ough a 
branch_ out of the stock of David, the chances 
of success will be greatly enhanced. 

The plot is subtle and bold, and- full of guile,_ 
so much _ so St. Paul was led to. ex
clairp that "lawless one whose c6~ing -'is 
according to the working of Satan, with all 
pm-ver and signs and lying wonders, and with 
all deceit of unrighteousness for them that are 
perishing; because they receive not the love of 
truth for this cause God sendeth 
them a working of error, that they should pe
lieve a lie." (2 Thes. ii., 8-10, R.V.) 

"De Tag" we have reason to b,elieve, is still 
a great idea, which is being kept alive in 
Prussia and Germany to-day, and it only needs 
the psychological time to arrive for it to flame 
out into bloodshed and war, in emulation of 
the great day of the Lord as Zephaniah des-

(Continued on page 179.) . 
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THE COURSE OF GOD: 
REMINISCENT ~ DISCOURSIVE 

"-=====B=y=J=a=m=e=s=H=a=· r=v=e=y=, =F=·=T=.S=·=· ===~ 

(Continued from page 135.) 

Here · in this utterance is embodied the 
.quint~ssence of the Celtic bitterness, that bitter
ness engendered by feudal strife : from that 

. . <?J the family quarrel to that of the sect and the 
-clan ; and on upwards to the very throne, 
caus_ed_ -by the outrages and injustices perpe
trated by. the set of Scottish nobles, whom . 
Carlyle described as "a dirty set of greedy, 
unprincipled hyenas." . 

The word '' curse '' is obscure in its deriva
tion, being sai_d to be originated from the word 
'' cross.'' Thus, '' the cross of God be upon 

_you," mean_ill.g the anger, the wrath, the ire, 
the choler,·. the rage, and all the words 
expressing extreme displeasure of the great 
Father descend upon the. soul of the hated one. 
]3ut_ in examining this matter, it is found that 
the word choler is from the French, and the 
w~rd·s ire and rage_ are from the, Latin: anger 
and wrath coming from the Norse language 
meaning vexation, to g_rieve, to annoy, sorrow, 
to trouble, to writhe and to wrest. Apd in the 
word wrath, in this connection, there is a Celtic. 
word rath, meaQing a defence,. a for~,. a place 
of protection : seem_ing to point to another 
rendering and conception of the wore! wrath. 
According to Dr. Annandale and other scholars 
.the word " curse" is one of doubtful connec
tions; and therefore its derivation is ~nknown. 
A little transposition, however, which occurred 
to me, after long thinking, was that the word 
was really " course " : that is, the.way of God, 
the course of the Almighty, or the path, that 
is set aside for one in the scheme of God's 
.w~sclom for the unravelling of the skein <:>f . 
clestiny. To think of. tpe Ab~olute. putting a 
ban upon a poor human creature, whom He has 
created in His great. wisdom and love, is 
terrible, and only worthy of the mind of a 
primitive savage. And they who believe this 
are irreverent in the extreme; and in the 
utterance of such an idea, are superlatively and 
hopelessly blasphemous. " God's way be upon 
you " is a common Celtic expression : " it is 
the way of God,'' '·' God keep you,'' '' God be 
with you," and suchlike speeches of Goodw_ill, 
go to bear out the plea that I make for the 
expression, '' The course of God be upon you.'' 
And here is apparent, incontrovertibly 

apparent, that the word is a relic and a pointer 
to the sabaoth re~igious worship of the ancient 
Celtic and Cymrit races. · 1-n the Highland 
$word Dance we have l!- religious symbolic rite, 
and those who have seen it will immediately 
apprehend and realise what I say. The sword 
and scabbard are placed in.the form.'of a cross, 
the sword representing the spirit, and the scab
bard the body .. ·· In the performance of the 
<lance, the sword and its case i-s circled by the 
dancer; who keeps pirouetting as they c_irc_le 
gracefully thus symbolising the motion of the 
planets 'a~d the 'stars of the heavenly vatih . 
And in many other things and customs, which 
can be obse-rved in· these outlying places, are 
the traits and remains of these rites which 
belonged to the priests of the Druidic religion;, 
in their worship of the host of heaven. 

In the study of Astrology -the earnest student 
can see that the natus is, in reality, the course 
of God : the path wherein the native must move 
and make or mar the life that has been allotted 
to them, in God's inevitable law of reparation, 
or karrma, as it is known in the Eastern 
philosophy of Buddhism, and · the other 
religions holding the doctrine of reincarnation. 
The Druids also believed· in this doctrine of 
the return of the soul of man to earth, again 
and again. The Italian scholar, Prof. Bartoli, 
in his essay on '' Metempsychosis,'' makes 
reference to the. fact that apart from the 
extreme East, the Greeks and the Celts were 
the only peoples who entertained the belief 
in the Western parts of the ancient world.· And 
so in the light of this fact it is seen that the 
word " course " instead of " curse " is more 
acceptable to the reason of philosophic people. 
Because the word " course " is immediately 
rational and reverential to God : than that of 
" curse " which is meaningless · and blas
phemous to the conception of an all-wise Deity. 

The course of God is· a dignified and majestic 
expression. And what is rriore convincing, and 
brings fiome to the soul and mind of one, the 
truth of this m·atter, than the science of 
Astrology. · The course of God is ever preserit 
around us; and more pertinently so· to the 

(Continued on page 169.) 
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~ , finer over Ireland and W. parts. of S. Britai11 
.

11

. h f I early, finer _in E.-towards·evening; S.W. at W eat er Orecasts Scilly, W. at Dover, W. on W. coast of Scot-
JUNE, 1932 , ·. land. 17th. Some showers over Scotland, but 

'-::?/ cloudy an~ sunny i_n N'rn England, but almost 
94- continuous sunshine in S. and S. W., fresh· or 

1st. The month of Roses should open with strong W'ly over upper parts of North Sea. 
considerable sunshi1w over most of England 18th. Fine and sunny over most of Ireland 
and \Vales, a rainy area will overspread these and S. Britain, though S. E. · England is 
islands from N. W., rain should have reached threatened . from the Continent; variable 
our vV. coasts by tea-time and E. coasts before . breezes. 19th. ·Brilliant over aH U.K., mist 
midnight. 2nd. Rain. is general over S. or fog in some_ coastal districts early and late. 
Britain, with thunder storms in places, Scot- 20th. Continuation of summer in all districts 
land· will be showery, especially in N •, Ireland of S. Britain and Ireland, becoming overcast 
will be rainy. 3rd. Rain or showers round over Scotland, and local rains may fall later 
about Channel early in E., later in S.W., rain and perhaps over the border. Zl'st. Showers 
g!!neral over greater part of U. K., improving over Scotland, and perhaps over parts of N. 
later in S.E. 4th. Easterly winds down cur England, considerable sunshine further S., 
E. coast, some showers are still possible in our Westerly over Channel. 22nd. S'unshine will 
W. districts and Ireland and N. Britain, where not be abundant over England, except S.W., 
sunshirie will not be large, _and S.VV. win(ls. \,Vales and Ireland will be sunny, and Scotland 
5th. Easterly winds freshening Irish Sea, and will be becoming finer and some sunshine. 
over W. Scotland, rain will fall over Ireland 23rd. Maybe early morning mist· and low 
and across our S'rn districts some rain there, ground temperatures in E. half of England, 
N.E. England and Scotland should be finest. after which the sun will blaze forth, summer-
6th. Variable breezes over S.E. and E. Eng- like. 24th. Continuation of summer. 25th. 
land, easterly further W. and N., some rain A sudden change, rain will be falling over E. 
over Ireland and perhaps S.E. England, S\Jn- Ireland, N. England, Wales and Midlands, 
shine spasmodic. 7th. N.E'ly winds after thunderstQrms likely, ceasing later, terilpera
E'ly over most of U.K., increasing in W., tures high generally. 26th. Some areas·have 
probably fine with varied sunshine amounts, thundet storms, others brilliant' all day, 01.ir 
S. W. Ireland may have some rain. 8th. Rain Eastern districts seem threatened m~st, early, 
is falling from S. Ireland across the B. o~ B., but Scotland and Ireland later. 27th. Prob
breezes light and varied, thunderstorms !t)<ely ably fine and sunny in all parts of S. Britain and 
in our S. W. districts, fine and dry cond1t10ns S. Ireland, but more cloudy further N. and risk 
in greater part of rest oCU.K. 9th. Con- of rain great in W. and N.W. Scotland later. 
tinuing unsettled in S. and S. W. ~ngland, and 28th. Sunshine records even in the S. will not 
S'rn Ireland, but better later, fine 1.n other parts be large, rain will be patchy, acco!llpanied by 
of U.K.; though sunshine will be varied, finest thunder and lightning, especially in Ireland, 
N. Scotland. 10th. Fine and generally sunny gales are likely off the Irish coast, rain area 
in all parts of U.K. above 1022 in N.W. Scot- across N. England later. 29th. Our S.W. 
land, r:ain is falling W. of Ireland. 11th. districts and S. Wales may escape rain, not so 
Brilliant sunshine in all parts of U.K., light N. howe,ver other parts, thunderstorms are !ikely 
to E. breezes. 12th. A very extensive H.P. with heavy falls of rain, Ireland and Scotland 
1040 M.B. in mid-Atlantic, also high 1026 about will be showery. · 30th. A decided improve
Denmark, continuing bri1Iiant over Britain, ment over Ireland and Central U.K., rain may 
rather more cloud over Ireland. 13th. A con- continue from yesterday in S.E. England, but 
tinuation of the summer-like weather, becoming sunny later, same over Scotland also. 
cloudy over Scilly and S. Ireland .. 14th_. Be- · VILLAGER. 
coming decidedly unsettled, especially m our 
S.W. districts and S'rn Ireland, where thu_nder-
storms are likely, probably keeping fine and 
sunny in rest of U.K. 15th. !:eland and W. 
half· of England and Wales ""111 have heavy 
rain· · thunderstorms probable, the sunny area_ 

. wIII be·very limited in extent, S:otland will ha_ve 
showers in, N. 16th. The ram band area has 
passed across country during night, becoming 
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Birthday Influences 
• 1. ·Financial and business gains, danger of 

disputes and ill-health. A child born will be 
clever and generous; very hasty and have much 
to conten'd with in life. 

2. Social gains, success in employ, danger 
of disputes, law and losses. A child born will 
be affectionate and popular, very hasty and 
rash and often involved in disputes and losses. 

3. · Social and business gains, recognition, 
danger of deception. A child born will be 
affectionate, clever and steady, but will meet 
with deception. 

4. Financial gains, danger of law and 
losses. . A child born will be generous, out 
extravag3:nt, and mee~ with_ many losses. 

5. Journeys, changes, many annoyances. A 
child born will be original and inventive, but 
hasty and extravagan·t. 

6. . Courtship or marriage, social gains. A 
chil_d born will be kind, artistic and impres~ 
siohable . 

7. Activity and ne\.\'. work, danger of re
verses. A child born will be enterprising and 
energetic, but erratic and will meet with re-
verses. . 

8. Business; financial and social gains, 
danger of ill-health. · A child born will be 
clever, generous and suc_cessful, but will have 
some difficulti'es to surmount: 

9. Business ancl financial gains, changes, 
journeys, d;mger of disputes and indisposition. 
A child _born will be clever, generous, inven-' 
tive, but very rash and hasty, and have much. 
to contend against in life. 

10. Business gains, danger of ill-health 
and deception. A child born will be clever, 
but, unreliable and m~ke little progress in a 
car'eer. . 

11. Social gains and p)easure, ·trouble in 
employ, danger of scandal and false reports. 
A c,hild born will be affectionate and artistic, 
but untruthful and unreliable, and have much 
trouble to face. 

12. Activity., new work, recognition. A 
chikl. bor:n will be enterprising, energetic and 
reliable and make good progress in life. 

13. Courtship or marriage, business and 
financial gains, changes and journeys, disap
pointments and reverses. A child born will 
be artistic, affectionate, industrious, generous, 
and original, somewhat hasty and careless, but 
will have an eventful career. 

14. Business and financial gains, benefits in 
employ, danger of reverses, deception and in-

for June, 1932. 
disposition'. A ohild born will be clever, 
generous and popular, somewhat erratic, and 
have many difficulties to face. 

15. Social gains, danger of disputes, losses 
and many annoyances. A child born will be 
affectionate, but extravagant' and hasty and 
have little success in a career. · 

16 .. Social and business gains, danger of 
disputes and accidents, some recognition. A 
child born will be steady; affectionate and· in
dustrious, but hasty and careless. 

. 17; Financial gains, annoyances and de
ception. A child born will be generous, but 
unreliable, and have little success in life. 

18. Changes, journeys, trouble in· employ. 
A child born will be original and inventive, but 
have many obstacles and difficulties to rrieet. 

19. New friends, danger of scandal, grief; 
and many annoyances. A child born will be 
impressionable, but untruthful, careless, un
reliable, and will meet with trouble through the 
other sex. · · 

20. . Business gains, activity and new work, 
danger of reverses. A child' born will be clever 
and enterprising, but erratic and have much 
to contend with in life. 

21. Social gains, danger of accidents, dis
putes and ill-health. A child born will be af
fectionate, but hasty, rash, and have many 
serious difficulties to contend with. 

22. Changes, journeys, losses, many 
annoyances. A child born will be artistic and 
original, generous, but extra_vagant, and make 
little progress in life. 

23. Social gains, success in employ, danger 
of disputes, deception and reverses. A child 
born will_ be affectionate, and popular, but 
hasty and unreliable. 

24. Business gains and changes. A child 
born will be clever and industrious and have 
an active life. · · 

25. Activity, new work, recognition, trouble 
in employ, losses. A child born will be enter
prising, reliable, but proud, will have diffi
culties to face; but be fairly successful. 

26. Sorrow, reverses and annoyances. A 
child born will be careless, erratic and have 
trouble through the other sex. 

27. Financial gains, activity, danger of de
ception and false reports, reverses and losses. 
A child born will be progressive, and generous, 
but untruthful and unreliable, very impression
able, but not successful. 

(Continued on f,age 179.) 
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NEW LIGHT ON THE PRE-NATAL 
EPOCH 

(Continued from page 170.) 

ing notoriety by "playing to the gallery," mis
representing and distorting the approved rules 
of the epochal thesis, and inventing fictitious 
rules which are wholly unconnected with the 
true epoch and the laws of generation, and at 
the same time making utterly f;'llse and mis
leading statements regarding the thesis itself, 
,cease their puny and childish efforts and show 
that proper courtesy and respect to those who 
have given years of their lives in the elucidation 
of the subject, and have definitely proved ·be
yond the power of contradiction that the entire 
thesis stands on an unassailable foundation, 
then it will be time to give out the facts relat
ing to these new discoveries. 

In the meantime, they are being given out to 
.those who know how to respect confidences, 
and will make a proper use of the knowledge 
which is given them. 

In the next issue I will deal with a further 
case which illustrates the truth of these 
discoveries. 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF ASTROLOGY.-
(Continued fro_m page 174) 

parent void, but unless we personally, YOU 
and I, make the effort, little can result, and it 
is in spurring us on to this effort that Astrology 
-should be made a vital living reality each day, 
for only so shall we actually begin to under
·stand ourselves and to progress slowly at first 
and afterwards more rapidly towards that 
Mastery of Self and rulership of the planetary 
vibrations that we talk so much about but in 
reality little understand. 

BIBLICAL PROPHECIES AND THE 
GREAT PYRAMID. 

(Continued from page 175) 

cribes it (I, 15 to 17), "That day is ~ day of 
wrath, a day of darkness and gloommess, a 
<lay of clouds and thick darkness. A day of 
the trumpet and alarm, against the fenced citi~s 
.and against the high battlements. And I will 
bring distress upon men that they shall walk 

like blind men, because they have sinned 
against the Lord : and their blood shall be 
poured out as dust, and their flesh as dung." 

The preparations for this titanic struggle are 
going on apace, and it will not be long before 
we shall see results. But the Lord also is 
busy laying the foundations for the defence of 
His people, and we believe that the recent pass
ing of the tariff act is one of them, which aims 
at the consolidation of the Empire, and the 
trading amongst ourselves, as the continental 
markets: will in all probability be closed against 
us. The prophecy in this connection will be 
found in Isa. xxvi., 20, "Come, my people, 
enter thou into thy chambers and shut thy doors 
about thee; hide thyself for a little moment, 
until the indignation be overspent. For behold 
the Lord cometh forth out of his place to 
punish the inhabitants of the earth for their 
iniquity : the earth also shall disclose her blood 
and shall no more cover her slain." 

BIRTHDAY INFLUENCES. 

(Conlinmd from Pag1 178.) 

28. Business and social gains, financial 
benefits, danger of ill health and many annoy
ances. A child born will be clever, affectionate 
and popular, impressionable, but erratic and 
have many difficulties to face. 

29. Courtship or marriage, danger of dis
putes, ill heiJ.lth, losses. Some business gains. 
A child born will be clever, affectionate, but 
hasty, extravagant, and unreliable, and meet 
with many troubles in life. 

30. Business gains, recognition, success in 
employ, danger of deception. A child born will 
be clever, industrious, reliable, but passionate. 
Will be fairly successful. 
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THE ORGANISATION SCHEME. 

As stated in the last issue, I am now com
mencing to carry out the plans for the organisa
tion of Astrological students in Great Britain. 
All who have sent in their names and addresses 
will shortly receive a membership card, and 
wi)l be allocated as far as possible to the town 
or city to which they belong. 

Other information respecting the scheme will 
be sent to the applicants, and I hope in the next 
issue to be able to make a further announce
ment as to the progress which has been made. 

I regret that the 1,000 names have not been 
obtained, but I do not intend to let this deter 
me from the plans which I have made, nor 
do I intend to break faith with those who have 
given me their support and confidence. 

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING. 

L have again to make it perfectly clear that 
this scheme cannot apply to students resident 
in London. I am forced to repeat this because 
there are several people in London, who appear 
to think that they can become members of the 
Institut~ by merely sending in their names and 
addresses with the 2d. staqip. Looking at the 
fact that there are upwards of 100 members 
attached .to the Headquarters in London, who 
pay their annual subscription of Five Shillings, 
it would be manifestly unfair to allow others to 
enjoy the same privileges for 2d. If those per
sons were bona fide and had the real interests 
of the science at heart, they would join as fully 
paid members, and take an active part in the 
work which is being done. 

REPORTS OF MEETINGS. 

On April 28th, Mr. E. W. Whitman gave an 
address entitled, "What does Astrology mean· 
to us?" in which he dealt with the uses and 
advantages of the science from a personal 
standpoint. A condensed report of the lecture 
appears in this issue. 

On May 5th, Mrs. G. A. Catline lectured on 
the subject of "Past and Present Astrology," 
a subject which gave rise of considerable dis
cussion and exchange of opinions. 

On May 12th, Mr. E. H. Bailey lectured on 
"Hindu Astrology," in which he exposed some 
of the erroneous opinions which have recently 
appeared, respecting the allegation that the 
Hindus did not need to be very accurate in their 
calculations, and that their method of house 
division was a convenient approximation. He 
gave a full description of the Hindu mathe
matics, arid showed that their rules when ap
plied to the western zodiac were remarkably 
accurate. 

Mr. Marshall Bmwn addressed the members 
on May 19th, on the subject of "The Three 
Crosses, Cardinal, Fixed and Common,'' and 
gave an interesting explanation of the inner 
meaning of the three divisions of the zodiac. 

CLASSES. 

Instruction Classes on Casting the Horo
scope are given every Thursday evening, at 
7.15 p.m. 

The Headquarters of the Institute are at the 
Plane Tree Restaurant, 106, Great -Russell 
Street, \¥.C. 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION. Members are re
minded that their annual subscriptions of Five 
Shillings are due, in accordance with the 
Articles of Association of the Institute, in 
January of each year, and the Treasurer will 
be glad to receive the same as early as possible. 

LECTURES AND PUBLICATIONS. 

Copies of the following Lectures are on 
sale, pdce 6d. post free. Foreign Orders, 9d. 

"The Why and Wherefore of Astrology." 

"Horoscope of Madame Blavatsky." 

Copies of the twelve quarterly issues of the 
JOURNAL of the British Astrological Society are 
also on sale, price three shillings the set. 
Foreign orders, 3/6. 

These J ouR:-.ALS contain records of the 
meetings of the Society, and a number of 
special articles on Astrology, containing 111-

formation never before published. 
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P .. 8., HERU..,KA, 
•a, IIEECHMOUNT AVENUIE, Elthorn1 H1lpt .. 

HANWiELL, LONDON, W,7, 
Horo1cope1 cast and directlon1 cai'culated. Maps from 10/G. 
Teat Horo1cope1 for 2/6. Any que5tions an1w1r1td. 

Time, date, and place of birth required. 
Fee■ pre-payable. Genuineness guarantee•. 

Statistical Methods in 
Astrology 

The advance of material science bas largely 
been made possible through the proper com
bination of figures with carefully observed 

facts-
This same method is equally applicable to 
the various problems of astrology and when 
properly applied takes the answer to debat
able subjects from the realm of surmise into 

the domain of proved certainty. 
We are anxious to appriie all astrological 
students of this method, to the end of im

proving modern astrological practice. 
Let us send you " WHEN DO PEOPLE DIVORCE 7 " 

in which 100 divorces are analyzed by ;this 
method. 

A. CHARLES (Dept. X), " Hillsboro," 
101, Tottenham Lane; London. N.8., or 

BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT (Dept. X\, Box 1525, 
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. 

GEMINI "Roseneath," Bristol Road, 
Weston-Super-Mare. 

FEES-Calculation of Nativities 
With One year's Direction 

" Five ,, ,, 
Horary Map 2/6 

10/6 
15/6 
35/-

Particulars required-Sex, Time, Date and Place of 
Birth 

By Correspondence only Any Questions answered 
Over 20 years' experience All work executed 

within 14 days 

THE MOON'S NODES 
And their Importance in Natal Astrology 

By G. WHITE. 
A book of great interest to all Astrologers and Students 

of Astrology. 
Price 3/6. Postase 3d. extl'a. 

S. & R. HART, 61, Cambridge Street, Victoria, 
London, S.W.1. 

GAZING GLOBES 
SEERS are often men and women of imperfect occult education, 
in fact they seem "born rather than made," but the faculty may 
be deyeloped in many people, seemingly .at fint in1en1itiYe, lty 
frequent ■hart trial1, say fifteen to twent)' minute, at • time, OI' 
leu if the eye■ get tired. 

Under no circumstance■ buy a bad cheap erystal. 
We can 1upply the following in case, with book of in1trucden1 : 

No. 1 In case with bOok ... -·· 11/1 
No. 2 II " " ., .. . .. '!1 /· 
No. 3 " " " ... . .. £1/1 - -THE BR.ITISH ~OURNAL OF ASTROLOGY 

II A 11 RED LION COURT, FLEET STREET, E.C.4, 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

B k NEW, SECOND-HAND, OUT 011:PRINT. OQ S Foyles can supply all your requirements. 
Special Department for Astrolo&y and all 

other Occult subjects. Over 2,000,000 of the best books on all 
subjects in stock. Twenty-five Departments. Twenty-five 
Catalogues. Outline requirements and interests. Book• aent on 
approval to any part of the world. Deferred payl!)~ts arranged. 

BOOKS jPURCHASED. 
119-125, Charing Cross Road, 

Gerr11rd 93/0. London, W.C,2. 
Foyles 

C:HARACTER 18 DESTINY,-Your Horo1cope 
reveals both. Send time, date and place of. birth, '!'itb 
P-0. for 6/- to THOS, GOULD, 11 Thi Noek," 
Hlilthfleld R~ad, Cardiff. 

Mr. T. COOK (REXO), for 17 years assistant to 
the /late G. WILDE, undertakes Astrological 

Calculations as follows: 

£ •· d. 
Horoscope with deductions - - 0 7 6 

Ditto with Extended Remarks - 0 10· 6 
Directions for one year - - - 0 5 0 
Horoscope with five years' Directions - 1 5 0 

Ditto with ten years' ditto - 2 O 0 
Good and Bad Days for one year - 0 10 6 
Advice .on any subject ;- . - - 0 5 0 
Time of birth, date, place and sex required in all cases.: 

ADDRESS: MR, T. coo 
111 MIil Lani, W11I Hampstead, Londan, H.W,I 

MARKEON (M.A. Oxon.) 
will undertake astrological work, and give hl1 beet 
advice, to all sincerely interested in astrology, at 
moderate fees which are returned without queatioa If 

his work fails to satisfy. 

Send for form and list of feu, etc., to him-
11 /0 British ~ournat of Astrology 

10, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, IE.c,.,. 

Published annually on August 1st. 

RAPHAEL'S 

Almanack and Ephemeris~ 
176 Pages,. 1/9 net. 

Post free, 1/11. 

Raphael's Almanack was first published in 
the year 1819. It contains a mass of 
valuable information of the greatest 
utility to all interested in Astrology. The 
current year's Ephemeris 1s bound with 

the Almanack. 

SEND FOR A COPY TO-DAY. 

LONDON: W. FOULSH,AM & CO,, LTD., 

1 o & 11 1 Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, E.,C.4. 

LONDON: W. FOULSHAM & CO., LTD., 10 & 11 Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, E.C.~. 



ASTROLOGICAL BOOKS FOR STUDENTS 

AN A.B.C. OF ASTROLOGY. By Sidney 
Randall, B .A. 

t 

A ■plendld work that Imparts to the beginner, In the 
simplest term!, a thorough basic knowledge of Astrology. 
Cr. 8vo. Cwt/J. 2s. 64. net. Post Fre4 2s. 811. 

ECLIPSES in Theory - and Practice. By 
Sepharial. 
A work dealing fully with the Astronomical basis of 

Eclipses, their computation, magnitude and visibility, together ' 
with a complete exposition of their Astrological signification 
on the lives of humanity, and their particular effects ~n 

ELEMENTARY ASTROLOGY. BySepharial, 
A clear, concise treatise on the Elements of Astrology 

for Beginners. The embryo Astrologer's first step. Cr. Bvo. 
lUullrated. Stiff Cooer. u. net. Posl Free u. 2d. 

A PRIMER OF ASTROLOGY. By Geo,-1e 
Wilde. 
A text-book of Natal Astrology· for Beginners. It 

carries conviction, and affords means of testing the value 
or Astrology In everyday life. Cr. 8vo. Cwt/J. 2s. 6d. ,ut. 
Po•t Free 21. 9d. ' 
ASTROLOGY AND BIRTH CONTROL. By 

E. H. Bailey. 
This work contains a number of very remarkable demon• 

■trations which go to show that it is possible to brinlJ 
children Into the world at the particular moments when 
the planetary configurations are such as to ell5ure a highly 
developed being physically, mentally, and morally. Cr. 8110. 
Clol/J. 2s. 6d. net.· Posl Free 2s. 9d. 

ASTROLOGY AND THE CARDS. By E. H. 
Bailey 
The origin of Cards, and their Astrological basis: Rule! 

for shuffling and deallng,to form the Card Horoscope, together 
with the various Astrological Indications of each particular 
card and group of cards. Instructions for Directing 
and an■weriug Horary questions by cards. Cr. 8vo. Clolh. 
as. 6d. 11d. Post Fre, 2s. 9d. In preparation. 

ASTROLOGY 
Sepharial. 

AND MARRIAGE. By 

The Increasing number of cases In the Divorce Court 
leads one to ask, " Is Marriage a failure ? " The author 
sets out, in this book, to show that happiness in married 
llfe is still 1>01Sible, and can be ensured. Cr. 8110. Clot/I. 
u. 6d. nel. Po, Fre, 2s. 9d. 

ASTROLOGY IN RELATION TO MIND 
AND CHARACTER. Bv a Mental SPecialist. 
Tbe hereditary side of the question whence these radical 

tendencies come, and the presumptive cause of mental 
derangement. The cases cited in illustration are supported 
by maps. Cr. 8110. Cloth. 2s. 11el. Post Fre6 2s. 3d. 

THE RAPHAEL 
RAPHAEL'S EPHEMERIS. 

An annual publication giving the longitudes of the planet■, 
and Sidereal time for noon on each day of the year. 
Decllnatioll.5 of Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars 
for each day of the year, and of the other planets for every 
alternate day. It contains all the necessary information 
for casting horoscopes. Any one year from 1850 to date. 
Cr. 8vo. 1s. nit. Post Free IS. 2d. 

BOUND VoLuMxs, each volume containing Ephemeridee 
for twenty years. From 1850. Eac/J 11ol. 26s. Hd. Po!II 
Frie 27s. 

Ephemerides for any particular years bound to ord6r. 
RAPHAEL'S ALMANAC. 

The best Astrological Almanac published. Many 
utounding predictions. -. Large coloured Hieroglyphic and 
numerous useful Tables. Published Annually, Augud rn. 
Cr. 8vo. 13::i pages. 94. net. Post Free na. 

BOUND WITH EPHRMRRIS FOR CURRRNT YEAR and con
taining much additional matter. u. 94. net. Post F,u 21. 

RAPHAEL'S KEY TO ASTROLOGY. 
This work has been published with the special object of 

lritro<lucing the truth of Astrology to all. Pocka Eaitwn. 
Cloth 1s. 6d, net. Post Free. 1s. 9d. 

the various countries of the world. Cr. 8110. Cloth. 3s. 6d. 
net. Post Free 3s. 9d. 
THE THEORY OF GEODETIC EQUIVA

LENTS in relation to Mundane Astrology. 
By Sepharial. 

The author propounds an entirely 
proves that the exact locality of any 
and has been accurately predicted 
Gilt. 2s. 6d nel. Post Free 2s. 9d. 

novel theory, and 
earthquake can be 
F'cap. 8110. Clot/J 

THE SIL VER KEY. By Sepharial. 
A guide to Successful Speculation. Especially applicable 

to Horse Racing. The volume Includes a set of table, 
by which all complex calculations are eliminated. Over 6,000 
copies sold. Cr. 8vo. Cloth. 5s. net. Post Free 5s. 3d. 
TRANSITS AND PLANETARY PERIODS. 

By Sepharial. 
The author introduces an entirely new factor, which 

■olves the much debated question of the power and efficacy 
of transits over the significators. Cr. 8110. Cloth. 3s. 6d. 
net, Post Free 3s. 1od .• 
ASTROLOGY Its Technics and Ethics. By 

C. Aq. Libra. Authorised translation from the 
Dutch by Coba Goedhart. 
Contains ;i mass of information on Astrology In all it9 

aspects, written in simple phraseology. Special sections 
are devoted to Astrology and Medicin4 and Astrology and 
tJ,e Bibu. A handsome Illustrated volume. Larg, R(}l)'al 
8vo. 15s. net. Post Free 15s. 9d. 
TEXT - BOOK ON MATHEMATICAL 

ASTROLOGY. By M. Vijayaraghavulu, B.A. 
Since Ptolemy's time the errors and inaccuracies met 

with In modem Astroloirical calculations have been allowed 
to grow and thrive, onfy to vitiate judgments based upon 
them. This great work is an effort to purge the mathe
matical section of almost all blunders which have hitherto 
been accepted as correct data. It is believed that this 1, 
the only book which treats the subject In a · systematic, 
connected, exhaustive, lucid, and above all, correct form. 
c,. Qto. Cwth Gilt. 2u. net. Post Fru 22s. 
SYMBOLIC DIRECTIONS IN MODERN 

ASTROLOGY. By Charles E. 0. Carter, B.A. 
Discloses The M easur4 of Death. Probably the most 

Important information ever published on Human Longevity. 
Cr. 8110. Cloth Gilt. 4s. net. Post Fr4• 4s. 4/l. 

PUBLICATIONS 
RAPHAEL'S GUIDE TO ASTROLOGY. 

After having read Raphael's Key, the beginner should study 
a copy of this slightly more advanced manual. Pock1I 
Editiott. Cwth. 3s. 6d. net. Pos# Free 3s. 9t. 

RAPHAEL'S HORARY ASTROLOGY. 
This volume will answer such questions as : Shall I 

live long ? Shall I become rich ? Shall I remove ? Wh-in 
may I buy? When should I sell ? Shall I marry ? Shall 
I succeed in business? etc. F'cap. 8vo. Cloth GiU. 
31. 6". net. Post Free 3s. 94. 

RAPHAEL'S MEDICAL ASTROLOGY. 
The effects of the Planets and Signs upon the Human 

Body. Of special value to those who may be suffering 
In health, as it enables them to ascertain the cause and 
■eat of the disease, and the treatment most likely to prove 
beneucial. Pocket Edition. Cloth. rs. net. Post F~ee IS. 2". 

RAPHAEL'S MUNDANE ASTROLOGY. 
The effects of tne Planets and Signs upon Nations and 

Countries of the World. Pocket Edition. Cwt/I. u. net. 
Post Free IS, 2d. 
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